Locomotion in stroke subjects: interactions between unaffected and affected sides
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The aim of this study was to evaluate the sensorimotor interactions between unaffected and affected sides of post-stroke subjects during locomotion. In healthy subjects, stimulation of the tibial nerve during the mid-stance phase is followed by electromyography responses not only in the ipsilateral tibialis anterior, but also in the proximal arm muscles of both sides, with larger amplitudes prior to swing over an obstacle compared with normal swing. In post-stroke subjects, the electromyography responses were stronger on both sides when the tibial nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated compared with stimulation of the affected leg. This difference was more pronounced when stimuli were applied prior to swing over an obstacle than prior to normal swing. This indicates an impaired processing of afferent input from the affected leg resulting in attenuated and little task-modulated reflex responses in the arm muscles on both sides. In contrast, an afferent volley from the unaffected leg resulted in larger electromyography responses, even in the muscles of the affected arm. Arm muscle activations were stronger during swing over an obstacle than during normal swing, with no difference in electromyography amplitudes between the unaffected and affected sides. It is concluded that the deficits of the affected arm are compensated for by influences from the unaffected side. These observations indicate strong mutual influences between unaffected and affected sides during locomotion of post-stroke subjects, which might be used to optimize rehabilitation approaches.
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Introduction

Normal human locomotion is based on programmed activity within spinal neuronal circuits that is under supraspinal control and adapts to actual requirements based on multisensory feedback (Dietz, 1992). A defective reflex function is suggested to lead to impaired stepping movements, which are associated with an increased risk of falls and are a prominent clinical feature in patients suffering movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease or stroke (Lamontagne et al., 2007). Modulation of homonymous (Zehr et al., 1998; Tanabe et al., 2006; Schindler-Ivens et al., 2008) and heteronymous (Dyer et al., 2009) spinal reflex activity is impaired in stroke subjects and leads to abnormal inter-joint coordination (Finley et al., 2008; Dyer et al., 2009).

Recent evidence suggests that bipedal gait involves arm movements, corresponding to quadrupedal locomotion, to stabilize the body (Dietz, 2002; Michel et al., 2008) and to keep balance during obstacle avoidance movements (Michel et al., 2007). This persistent quadrupedal limb coordination during locomotion is also reflected in the behaviour of spinal reflexes (Zehr and Stein, 1999;
Dietz et al., 2001). For example, during locomotion—but not during stance—reflex responses to tibial nerve stimulation appear in the proximal muscles of both arms. In addition, neuronal activity coupling arm and leg movements is upregulated prior to swing over an obstacle (Michel et al., 2008). Surprisingly, appropriate activation of arm muscles is preserved during locomotion of subjects with Parkinson’s disease, although arm movements are attenuated (Dietz and Michel, 2008).

Arm movements are also reduced on the paretic side of stroke subjects, which might have an influence on stepping performance. However, arm swing remains synchronized with stride frequency (Ford et al., 2007) and post-stroke subjects are able to adapt interlimb coordination of the legs to walk at different speeds on a split-belt treadmill (Reisman et al., 2007). Nevertheless an abnormal coupling of upper and lower limb muscles was described in subjects following stroke (Debaere et al., 2001; Kline et al., 2007; Barzi and Zehr, 2008; Stephenson et al., 2010) or cervical spinal cord lesions (Calancie et al., 1996). The disturbed inter- and intra-limb coupling is assumed to contribute to falls in post-stroke subjects (Marigold et al., 2004; Marigold and Eng, 2006; Lamontagne et al., 2007; Finley et al., 2008; Divani et al., 2009; Lamontagne and Fung, 2009).

The use of reflex testing to investigate quadrupedal coupling of limb movements during locomotion may offer more insight into several aspects of movement disorder in stroke subjects. First, recording bilateral arm muscle reflex responses to unilateral tibial nerve stimulation prior to normal and obstacle swing allows the study of the task-modulated processing of afferent input from the unaffected and affected legs. Second, bilateral arm muscle activation during normal and obstacle swing allows the study of automatic efferent control of arm movements. In healthy subjects, this arm muscle activation follows the preceding pattern of reflex activity (Michel et al., 2008).

In stroke subjects, it is hypothesized that arm muscle reflex responses to leg nerve stimulation and arm muscle activation during normal and obstacle steps are impaired on the affected side. This is thought to be especially true when the nerve of the spastic leg is stimulated and when the affected leg swings over the obstacle.

Materials and methods

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee and conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects were informed about the experiment and gave written consent for their participation.

Subjects

Seventeen subjects with stroke were included in this study (Table 1). The inclusion criteria were a hemiparesis due to ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke 6 months or longer before enrolment, age >18 years, the ability to walk independently (Functional Ambulation Category ≥3) (Holden et al., 1986) for at least 10 min and cognitive function sufficient to follow the instructions. In addition, the 10 m walk test was applied (Rossier and Wade, 2001). The clinical Fugl-Meyer test (Fugl-Meyer et al., 1975) was used to assess the sensorimotor deficits in the affected upper limb. Subjects with pre-existing or concomitant conditions interfering with the ability to walk (e.g. total joint replacement, severe osteoarthritis or cardiopulmonary disease) or epilepsy were excluded. Subjects were recruited from an outpatient rehabilitation centre and from a subject database (convenience sample).

General procedures and conditions

In order to ensure inclusion and exclusion criteria, the motor capacity of each subject was assessed using the Functional Ambulation Category and Fugl-Meyer tests prior to experimental testing. Subjects walked with full vision on a split belt treadmill (Woodway, Weil am Rhein, Germany) with both belts running simultaneously at 1.4–2.8 km/h. In this range the individually most comfortable speed was chosen. Subjects’ arms moved freely during walking. Force sensors located under the right and left treadmill belts detected ‘heel strike’ and ‘toe off’ for both feet. Two custom-built obstacle devices were placed on either side of the treadmill (Fig. 1A) (Erni and Dietz, 2001; van Hedel et al., 2002). The experimental details have been described previously (Dietz and Michel, 2008; Michel et al., 2008).

In short, the obstacle consisted of a foam stick placed 7–14 cm above the treadmill belt, according to the individual patient’s ability. The stick was attached to the obstacle machine in such a way that it passively fell off if the subject touched it while attempting to overstep it. The heel strike signal randomly triggered the obstacle machine at either the right or left side to release the obstacle. After release, the obstacle moved at the same speed as the belt and the subjects could step over the obstacle with either foot without changing their rhythmic walking cadence. At the end of the treadmill, the obstacle folded up and moved back to its starting position at the front of the treadmill.

Before the experiment, subjects adapted to walking on the treadmill without obstacles and stimulation for ~8 min. The experiment itself lasted 25–30 min including a break after ~10 min of walking.

The protocol comprised 70 trials, with seven different experimental conditions. Each condition was recorded 10 times in random order,
with time intervals that varied between 11 and 16 s (i.e. every 4–8 step cycles).

The seven measurement conditions included: (i) normal steps without tibial nerve stimulation, for the analysis of background EMG activity; (ii) normal steps with tibial nerve stimulation of the unaffected; or (iii) affected leg during mid-stance, for the analysis of spinal reflex activity as the EMG responses appearing in upper and lower limb muscles to non-noxious electrical leg nerve stimulation; (iv) obstacle steps with the unaffected; or (v) affected leg without nerve stimulation, for the analysis of background EMG activity during swing over the obstacle; (vi) obstacle steps with ipsilateral nerve stimulation of the obstacle-crossing unaffected; or (vii) affected leg during mid-stance, for the analysis of spinal reflex responses prior to swing of the respective leg over the obstacle.

Biomechanical and electromyography signal recordings

Bilateral arm swing was recorded using flexible potentiometers fixed at the shoulder and the lateral aspect of the upper arm (Biometrics, Cwmfelinfach, UK). EMG recordings were made using surface electrodes placed over the tibialis anterior muscles of both legs and the anterolateral part of the deltoidus and biceps brachii muscles of both arms (Dietz and Michel, 2008; Michel et al., 2008). EMG signals were amplified, band-pass filtered (30–300 Hz) and rectified. Afterwards they were transferred together with biomechanical signals (shoulder excursion in the sagittal plane, heel strike and toe off) to a personal computer via an analogue-to-digital converter. All signals were sampled at 1000 Hz.

Spinal reflex recording

Spinal reflexes were defined as polysynaptic reflex responses to non-noxious tibial nerve stimulation (Dietz et al., 2009). Spinal reflexes were evoked 250 ms after heel strike, i.e. around the mid-stance phase (depending on the individual walking speed) of either leg prior to both normal swing or swing over an obstacle (i.e. at a time when the subject was aware of the approaching obstacle) (Fig. 1B). At this phase of the step cycle no relevant tibialis anterior EMG activity was present, neither in the unaffected nor the affected leg. The contralateral leg was in the initial part of the swing phase.

Figure 1 Experimental set up. (A) Schematic experimental setup illustrating a subject on a treadmill stepping over an obstacle with the right leg leading and freely moving arms. (B) Illustration of the events during an obstacle step cycle. At right or left heel strike (HS), the obstacle on the right or left side was randomly released and moved backwards with the treadmill belt. The reflex was evoked 250 ms after heel strike during mid-stance before swing over the obstacle. The following calculations were performed: (i) the root mean square value of the reflex response prior to obstacle swing was determined (window of analysis: 70–200 ms after stimulation). The background EMG activity prior to normal and obstacle swing was calculated for the same time interval of the step cycle (without nerve stimulation); and (ii) the EMG activity during the swing phase of normal or obstacle steps was analysed by calculating the root mean square during the swing phase [i.e. from toe off (TO) to heel strike].
A stimulation electrode (Ambu, Oelstykke, Denmark) was placed on the medial side of each ankle, where the posterior tibial nerve is closest to the skin (Roby-Brami and Bussel, 1987). The electrical stimulus consisted of a train of eight biphasic rectangular pulses with 2 ms durations and a frequency of 200 Hz. This stimulus paradigm has been shown to reliably evoke spinal reflex responses in subjects with Parkinson’s disease (Dietz and Michel, 2008) and healthy subjects (Michel et al., 2008). In another study (Duyssens et al., 1990), the perception threshold was used to standardize the stimulation intensity used to evoke spinal reflexes. Here, the motor threshold was used, as this might provide a more objective criterion in stroke subjects suffering spastic hemiparesis (Hiersenmenzel et al., 2000; Dietz et al., 2001; Michel et al., 2008). The motor threshold of the abductor hallucis muscle was determined by increasing the stimulation intensity until the muscle twitched visibly. This was done with the subject standing. The stimulation intensity was set to 150% of motor threshold. This intensity is known to evoke non-nociceptive cutaneous reflexes (Yang and Stein, 1990). After the optimal stimulation site was determined, the electrode was firmly attached with surgical tape. Using this procedure, constant stimulus conditions can be expected (Duyssens et al., 1990). The stimulus constancy was checked during the break (after about 10 min of walking) and after the experiment. Habituation of the spinal reflex response was avoided by introducing a sufficient time delay between consecutive nerve stimulations (Shahani and Young, 1971).

**Data analysis**

The EMG activities of tibialis anterior and arm muscles during stance (reflex response) and swing (muscle activation) phase were analysed separately. For the reflex response, the root mean square of EMG signals was calculated by including all samples within a time window of 70–200 ms after stimulation (i.e. 320–450 ms after heel strike). A fixed time window was taken for the reflex analysis as it became obvious that distinct EMG responses could hardly be detected when the affected leg was stimulated. The window was chosen according to the appearance of the reflex responses in healthy subjects (Michel et al., 2008) and those suffering Parkinson’s disease (Dietz and Michel, 2008). For the swing phase, EMG samples of the arm muscles from the entire period between toe off and heel strike were used to calculate the root mean square value. Ten EMG recordings from each condition were screened for outliers (greater than two standard deviations). After outliers were removed, the recordings of the remaining steps were averaged. Afterwards the mean root mean square values were normalized in the following way: (i) the root mean square values calculated for stance phase with stimulation of the unaffected and affected leg were divided by the values calculated without stimulation; and (ii) the root mean square values calculated for the swing phase while stepping over the obstacle with the affected or unaffected leg were divided by the values of deltoideus and biceps brachii of the unaffected arm calculated for the swing phase of the unaffected leg during normal steps (i.e. without the obstacle). This approach might be regarded as critical as the electrode placement and other variables may influence EMG amplitude on the contralateral arm. However, as shown earlier (Dietz and Michel, 2008), in healthy subjects and patients suffering Parkinson’s disease, EMG amplitude differs very little between the two sides during walking.

In order to assess the effects of the side of tibial nerve stimulation, as well as the condition (i.e. normal versus obstacle steps), the root mean square values of EMG signals from the arms and legs of both sides (unaffected and affected) were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Accordingly, the EMG amplitudes of the arm muscles during the swing phase were calculated from the unaffected and affected arm. Their mean values were compared between normal and obstacle steps. The signals of the potentiometers were taken to calculate the maximal forward-backward amplitude of arm swing during normal and obstacle step cycles. The mean values obtained were compared between unaffected and affected arm.

**Results**

The stroke subjects who participated in the experiment were selected with regard to their ability to step over an obstacle with a height of at least 7 cm. The range of individual walking speed was 1.4–2.8 km/h (mean 1.7 km/h). The self-selected walking speed during the recordings had no influence on the reflex behaviour. The force signals under the two belts indicated a symmetric stance phase duration of the unaffected (1.202 ± 357 ms) and affected (1.129 ± 328 ms) leg of the stroke subjects during the step cycle. They were therefore not severely disabled. This was also evident from their Fugl-Meyer and Functional Ambulation Category scores (Table 1). Nevertheless, the severity of spastic hemiparesis varied considerably among the stroke subjects. A sensorimotor deficit, spastic muscle tone and exaggerated reflexes were present on the affected side in all subjects.

**Reflex activity in normal steps**

Figure 2A shows the mean values of the averaged reflex responses in deltoideus muscles of the unaffected and affected arm following tibial nerve stimulation together with the background EMG of non-stimulated steps of the unaffected (Fig. 2A-a) and affected (Fig. 2A-b) leg prior to the normal swing phase of the stroke subjects. The arm muscle responses were of similar size on both the unaffected and affected side, independently whether the tibial nerve of the unaffected or the affected leg was stimulated (Fig. 2A and Table 2). The arm muscle responses to tibial nerve stimulation at the affected leg were usually small or sometimes even inhibitory on the background EMG. Therefore no response latency could be determined. The amplitudes of deltoideus (Fig. 2A) and biceps brachii EMG responses on both sides were greater when the nerve stimulation was applied to the unaffected leg (Table 2). In this condition the latencies from the onset of the stimulus train varied between 75 and 113 ms for the deltoideus muscle (unaffected arm 98.6 ± 8.8 ms; affected arm 91.2 ± 10.3 ms).

There was considerable variability in the EMG responses, especially when the unaffected leg was stimulated. However, in the majority of subjects the arm muscle responses were greater in amplitude on the unaffected (13/17) and affected (11/17) side when the tibial nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated (Table 2). The EMG responses were only slightly larger in amplitude on the unaffected (Fig. 2A-a) compared with the affected (Fig. 2A-b) arm (not significant) in both stimulation conditions.
Reflex activity in obstacle steps

Figure 2B shows the averaged EMG responses of both arms following stimulation of the unaffected (Fig. 2B-a) and affected (Fig. 2B-b) leg prior to swing over an obstacle. The deltoideus EMG responses in both arms were significantly greater when the nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated prior to swing over an obstacle as compared with the stimulation prior to normal swing (Table 2). As in the normal steps, almost no reflex response could be detected when the nerve of the affected leg was stimulated. The reflex behaviour did not depend on the individual obstacle height.

In Fig. 3 the normalized and quantified reflex effects of nerve stimulation of the unaffected and affected leg on arm muscle EMG responses of the unaffected and the affected sides during normal (Fig. 3A) and obstacle (Fig. 3B) steps are shown. Because of the
similarity between deltoideus and biceps brachii responses, their root mean square values were taken together for further analysis.

In obstacle steps, the EMG response amplitudes were significantly greater on both arms (Table 2) when the nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated as compared with the affected leg (Fig. 3B). In contrast when the affected leg was stimulated, the normalized root mean square values of the reflex amplitude in normal as well as obstacle steps remained ~1, i.e. was in the range of, or below, the background activity (Fig. 3A, Table 2). Nevertheless, due to the smaller variability, differences in EMG amplitudes were also present during obstacle compared with normal steps (Fig. 3B).

EMG responses in the tibialis anterior muscles of both legs were also recorded. A reflex response was only seen in the tibialis anterior of the stimulated leg. This tibialis anterior response was greater during obstacle than during normal steps (unaffected leg stimulation: $P = 0.028$; affected leg stimulation: $P = 0.053$). However the amplitude of the tibialis anterior reflex response was the same when either leg was stimulated.

**Arm muscle activation during the swing phase**

Figure 4A shows the mean values of the averaged EMG activity of the unaffected and affected arm muscles (deltoideus and biceps brachii together) from all subjects during a normal swing phase of the unaffected (Fig. 4A-a) and the affected (Fig. 4A-b) leg. In addition, Fig. 5A shows the quantified and normalized deltoideus and biceps brachii EMG activity (root mean square values were taken together) of both sides from all subjects during a normal swing phase of the unaffected (Fig. 5A-a and Table 3) and the affected (Fig. 5A-b) leg. In both conditions, EMG amplitude between the two arms was slightly smaller on the affected side, corresponding to the slightly reduced arm swing on the affected arm. The maximal forward-backward amplitude of arm swing was calculated for the normal step cycle [unaffected arm: mean 17.3° (SD 10.5°); affected arm: mean 10.6° (SD 7.3°); difference not significant].

Figure 4B shows the mean values of the averaged deltoideus EMG activity of the unaffected and affected arm during swing over the obstacle of the unaffected (Fig. 4B-a) and affected (Fig. 4B-b) leg. In addition, Fig. 5A shows the quantified and normalized deltoideus and biceps brachii EMG activity (root mean square values were taken together) of both sides from all subjects during a normal swing phase of the unaffected (Fig. 5A-a and Table 3) and the affected (Fig. 5A-b) leg. In both conditions, EMG amplitude between the two arms was slightly smaller on the affected side, corresponding to the slightly reduced arm swing on the affected arm. The maximal forward-backward amplitude of arm swing was calculated for the normal step cycle [unaffected arm: mean 17.3° (SD 10.5°); affected arm: mean 10.6° (SD 7.3°); difference not significant].

Figure 4 shows the mean values of the averaged deltoideus EMG activity of the unaffected and affected arm during swing over the obstacle of the unaffected (Fig. 4A-a) and affected (Fig. 4A-b) leg. In addition, Fig. 5A shows the quantified and normalized deltoideus and biceps brachii EMG activity (root mean square values were taken together) of both sides from all subjects during a normal swing phase of the unaffected (Fig. 5A-a and Table 3) and the affected (Fig. 5A-b) leg. In both conditions, EMG amplitude between the two arms was slightly smaller on the affected side, corresponding to the slightly reduced arm swing on the affected arm. The maximal forward-backward amplitude of arm swing was calculated for the normal step cycle [unaffected arm: mean 17.3° (SD 10.5°); affected arm: mean 10.6° (SD 7.3°); difference not significant].
and obstacle steps not significant]. There was no significant difference in the strength of arm muscle activation between unaffected and affected sides (Table 2B). This was the case even though arm swing appeared to be slightly attenuated on the affected side.

Relation to clinical/functional measures

The sensorimotor deficits in the affected upper limb were assessed by the Fugl-Meyer test. No relationship between the severity of the deficit and the reflex dysfunction was found. Also the Functional Ambulation Category showed no relation to the reflex behaviour. However, the maximal individual walking speed (10 m walk test) was related to the arm muscle reflexes. The reflex responses (average of the reflex responses in deltoideus and biceps brachii of both sides to nerve stimulation of the unaffected and affected leg) of the four fastest walkers were larger ($P < 0.05$) compared with those of the four slowest stroke subjects.

Discussion

The experimental approach used in this study is based on the observation that reflex responses to unilateral tibial nerve stimulation during locomotion appear in proximal arm muscles on both sides (Michel et al., 2008). This approach allows the testing of the effects of a non-noxious afferent volley from the unaffected or affected leg on the upper limb muscles of both sides during locomotion of post-stroke subjects.

The main results were as follows: (i) the reflex responses in the arm muscles were greater on both the unaffected and affected sides following tibial nerve stimulation of the unaffected leg compared with nerve stimulation of the affected leg; (ii) the arm muscle responses on both sides were larger in obstacle steps than in normal steps when the stimulus was applied to the unaffected leg, while little amplitude modulation occurred when the nerve of the affected leg was stimulated; and (iii) arm muscle activation was stronger on both sides during swing over an obstacle than during normal swing, with no difference in EMG amplitude between the two sides. These observations will be discussed with regard to their pathophysiologival and clinical relevance.

Quadrupedal limb coordination

During locomotion of healthy subjects, unilateral tibial nerve stimulation results in EMG responses in the ipsilateral tibialis anterior and in proximal arm muscles with short latency (70–80 ms), with similar amplitude on both sides (Michel et al., 2008). The reflex latencies were somewhat longer in the stroke subjects, similar to subjects suffering Parkinson’s disease (Dietz and Michel, 2008). This reflex behaviour supports the assumption of the persistence of quadrupedal coordination in human locomotion (Zehr and Stein, 1999; Wannier et al., 2001; Zehr and Kido,
The quadrupedal coupling of the limbs during locomotion might be mediated by long propriospinal neurons (Calancie et al., 1996; Michel et al., 2008). Observations made in animals indicate that the mesencephalic locomotor region is involved in such coupling. In vertebrates, a unilateral activation of the mesencephalic region produces symmetrical bilateral locomotion (Brocard et al., 2010). Correspondingly, in our approach, a unilateral afferent volley from the leg applied during locomotion might be translated by the mesencephalic locomotor region into EMG responses in arm muscles on both sides. Consequently we

Table 3 Differences in arm muscle activation during the swing phase between unaffected and affected arm and between normal and obstacle steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal steps</th>
<th>Obstacle steps</th>
<th>P-value between arms</th>
<th>P-value between normal and obstacle steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unaffected arm</td>
<td>Affected arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaffected leg</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.60)</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.80 (32.41)*</td>
<td>20.33 (15.50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.04 (0.30)</td>
<td>1.60 (0.55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.56 (23.95)</td>
<td>38.07 (50.36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected leg</td>
<td>0.91 (0.17)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.65)</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.59 (27.04)</td>
<td>20.63 (17.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00 (0.34)</td>
<td>1.73 (0.59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.11 (22.41)</td>
<td>35.46 (35.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures displayed on the second row of the unaffected and affected leg represent the mean values of both arms. Numbers are presented as normalized and absolute (in µV below the normalized values in italic) root mean square values (SD). The value marked with an asterisk represents the value that served as reference for the normalization procedure. P-values were calculated using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. Significant values in bold.

2001; Dietz, 2002).
assume that the reflexes described here are in fact mediated by the brainstem. Nevertheless, a contribution by supraspinal centres cannot be excluded.

**Impaired processing of afferent input**

Essentially new observations were made in stroke subjects. The arm muscle responses were small or even inhibitory on both the unaffected and affected sides when the tibial nerve of the affected leg was stimulated. In contrast, they were larger in arm muscles of the affected side when the tibial nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated. This indicates impaired processing of an afferent volley from the tibial nerve of the affected side, resulting in attenuated reflex responses in the arm muscles of both sides. We cannot exclude a contribution of kinematic changes of the affected leg to the difference in the reflex responses.

However, we would favour the idea that the disrupted corticospinal control represents an important factor for the impaired processing of the afferent volley (Lemon, 2008).

As a functional consequence, a defective sensorimotor integration, which is assumed to be responsible for the disturbed inter-and intralimb coupling (Finley et al., 2008; Dyer et al., 2009), could essentially be due to the impaired processing of afferent input. The novel aspect of this research is that the reflex effect evoked by a non-noxious volley concerned both the affected and unaffected arm of stroke subjects. The therapeutic consequence of this finding is that an enhanced afferent input from the unaffected side during functional training should lead to stronger muscle activation on the spastic side of stroke subjects.

Compared with the impaired processing of afferent input from the affected leg, the efferent part of the reflex pathway to the muscles of the affected arm was only slightly impaired. In other words, the arm and leg muscle EMG responses were only slightly smaller on the affected side compared with the unaffected side. The assessment of the neurological deficit in stroke subjects (e.g. by the Fugl-Meyer score) includes both parts of sensorimotor dysfunction—the efferent deficit and the impaired afferent processing. In addition, the study here concerns the automatic movement control of locomotion, which differs from voluntarily performed movements.

**Task-dependent reflex modulation**

The release of reflex responses during locomotion can also be used to probe the excitability of spinal neuronal circuits. In healthy subjects (Michel et al., 2008), enhanced anticipatory spinal neuronal activity mediating quadrupedal limb coordination prior to obstacle steps was described.

In stroke subjects, enhanced spinal neuronal activity was also present, as reflected in greater arm muscle reflex amplitudes on both sides in obstacle steps as compared with normal steps, when the nerve of the unaffected leg was stimulated. In contrast, when the nerve of the affected leg was stimulated, the difference in reflex amplitude between normal and obstacle steps was small; in other words, bilateral arm muscle responses were attenuated and only slightly modulated by the task. In addition, the tibialis anterior reflex amplitude was smaller in normal steps as compared with obstacle steps, but did not differ between the unaffected and affected leg.

The mutual interactions between the unaffected and affected sides of stroke subjects might explain the following observations. First, while the depression of presynaptic la inhibition is removed during the step cycle in patients with spinal injury, it is almost normal on the affected side in cerebral lesions (Faitz et al., 1999). Second, in a static condition an abnormal stretch reflex activity is present not only on the affected but also on the unaffected side of stroke subjects (Thilmann et al., 1990).

**Arm muscle activation during normal and obstacle steps**

In healthy subjects, arm muscle activation is stronger during swing over an obstacle in order to maintain body balance (Garin et al., 2007; Michel et al., 2008). The stronger reflex responses prior to swing over an obstacle reflect the enhanced anticipatory neuronal activity (Michel et al., 2008).

The observation that increased arm muscle activation is preserved in stroke subjects during obstacle steps on both sides is at odds with the reflex behaviour observed when the nerve of the affected leg is stimulated. In post-stroke subjects, the defective processing of afferent input from the affected leg can be compensated for by a dominance of the neuronal function arising from the unaffected leg. It remains unclear when this behaviour emerges after a stroke.

Despite the strong bilateral arm muscle activation observed during swing over an obstacle, arm swing was slightly reduced on the paretic side. A similar observation was made in subjects with Parkinson's disease, who also showed normal arm muscle activation, although arm swing was reduced compared with healthy subjects (Dietz and Michel, 2008). The assumption of biomechanical restraints might also apply to the spastic paretic arm of stroke subjects (Dietz and Sinkjaer, 2007).

**Clinical and functional significance**

With regard to the lacking relationship between clinical assessment and reflex dysfunction one has to be aware that, (i) the group of stroke subjects studied was high functioning and quite homogeneous in their deficit, as they had to perform obstacle steps; and (ii) the reflex dysfunction is not well reflected in clinical tests as it primarily concerns automatically performed stepping movements. Consequently it makes sense that walking speed was related to the size of the reflex responses.

The present observations might have an influence on the recovery of gait and the effect of functional training in stroke subjects (Werner et al., 2002; Pohl et al., 2007; Forrester et al., 2008; Luft et al., 2008). The combination of walking at maximum speed and having body weight support leads to marked speed-related improvements of locomotor ability, especially in low-functioning stroke subjects (Lamontagne and Fung, 2004; Plummer et al., 2007; Hornby et al., 2008).

These effects might be achieved due to sensorimotor interactions of the unaffected and affected sides during functional training. According to the present results, the effects of this
training might be enhanced by providing additional afferent input from the unaffected side, especially in phases of the step cycle where balance reactions from the arms are required.
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